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ABSTRACT
Indicators in nursing outcome classification (NOC) need to be tested for their validity and reliability. One method to
measure reliability of NOC is by using interrater reliability. Kappa and percent agreement are common statistic
analytical methods to be used together in measuring interrater reliability of an instrument. The reason for using these
two methods at the same time is that those statistic analytical methods have easy reliability interpretation. Two
possible conflicts may possibly emerge when there are asynchronies between kappa value and percent agreement.
This article is aimed to provide guidance when a researcher faces these two possible conflicts. This guidance is
referring to interrater reliability measurement using two raters.
Keywords: Interrater reliability, Kappa, Percent agreement

secondly, to provide a guidance to solve problem when
this two-analysis statistic shows an opposite result.

INTRODUCTION
There are several methods in measuring the result of
nursing interventions. Nursing outcome classification
(NOC) is one of the tools to measure the efficacy of
nursing interventions. Even though NOC have been
continuously developed since the first edition in 1997,
publications related to this subject still need to be
conducted.1
There are several methods in developing valid and
reliable nursing outcome classification. One type of
indicator in nursing outcome classification can be
measured through observation. One of method to ensure
the reliability of this observation instrument is by using
interrater reliability with two statistical analysis methods
namely kappa value and percent agreement. This article
firstly, will review the usage of kappa and percent
agreement for measuring interrater reliability and

Nursing outcome classification (NOC) is one of nursing
outcome measurement developed by Mosby in 1997.1
Outcome in NOC is stated in a concept of variables
which represent patient or family caregiver’s status in
terms of behavior or perception. This behavior or
perception is measured along a continuum in response to
nursing interventions.1 Each outcome in NOC has its
definition and indicators which consist of likert scale
from 1 to 5. There are 24 class and 109 outcomes of
NOC. The 24 classes are divided into 6 domains namely
functional health, physiologic health, psychosocial health,
health knowledge and behaviour, perceived health, family
health, community health.2 Both of practice standard,
quality and outcome are depend on validity and reliability
of patient outcome to measure efficacy and effectivity of
nursing intervention.2
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Even though NOC considered as a complete and
comprehensive outcome classification for nursing
practice, this classification will continuously be
developed.1 In order to develop this classification,
research related to validity and reliability need to be
conducted.
There are several methods for measuring reliability which
are internal consistency reliability, test-retest reliability,
parallel forms reliability, intrarater reliability and
interrater reliability.3,4 As observation may be one of
method to measure indicators of NOC, then consistency
of rater becomes an important issue in reliability of
NOC.5 Recommended reliability measurement for
consistency of raters is by using interrater reliability.
Kappa coefficient together with percent agreement are
suggested as a statistic test for measuring interrater
reliability.6-9 Morris et al also mentioned the benefit of
percent agreement when it is used together with kappa. 6
The benefit is that the result of percent agreement will
show whether there is any problem or not with kappa
value.6

will be able to predict the number of errors in each
procedure by using a rating or scoring.14 Higher interrater
reliability refers to stronger agreement between raters’
results.9 This method can be used to measure the
accuracy of a skills’ measurement instrument. This is
supported by Rushforth who states that interrater
reliability is the accuracy between two raters toward
student’s performance in specific skills when objective
structured clinical examination (OSCE) is conducted.15
REVIEW
KAPPA

OF

AGREEMENT

AND

Percent agreement
Percent agreement is one of the statistical tests to
measure interrater reliability.9 A researcher simply
“calculates the number of times raters agree on a rating,
then divides by the total number of ratings”.16
Percent agreement formula is as follows,17
Percent Agreement =

Although using two statistic method is recommended and
is easy in calculation, several studies found there is
sometimes a conflict in using kappa and percent
agreement at the same time.6,9-11 This conflict of value
leads to confusion for researchers to determine whether
kappa or percent agreement needs to be chosen for
measuring reliability. There are two phenomena that
could possibly occur regarding the result of kappa value
and percent agreement. The first phenomenon is when the
result of kappa can be accepted (κ≥0,41) but the percent
agreement is unacceptable (<80%).6,9 The second
phenomenon is when the result of kappa is unacceptable
(κ<0.41) but the result of percent agreement is acceptable
(>80%).11,12

PERCENT

agreement
agreement+disagreement

x 100%

(1)

Acceptable percent agreement occurs only if the value
is>80%.9
Kappa
Kappa statistic can also be used to measure interrater
reliability, beside percent agreement.9 Kappa was firstly
introduced by Jacob Cohen in 1960 as a revision of
percent agreement.9 Formula of kappa created by Jacob
Cohen is as follows:
κ=

po−pe
1−pe

(2)

The symbol κ was kappa coefficient. P0 represents actual
observed agreement between raters, Pe represents chance
agreement between raters.9,18

METHODS
Literature search and results
Science direct data base was used to search for answer of
the problem identified. Key words used were high
agreement and low kappa and percent agreement and
interrater reliability without limit time. The results of this
search hit 260 articles. Researchers chose articles which
were relevant to the problem.

Table 1: Interrater reliability total
item between raters.
Rater 1
Rater 2

DISCUSSION
Review of interrater reliability.
There are several authors who define reliability, for
example van der Vleuten states that “reliability refers to
the precision of measurement or the reproducibility of the
scores obtained with the examination”.13 Interrater
reliability is an agreement on the same data as a result of
measurement from raters, by using scale classification on
the same instrument or procedures.14 Interrater reliability

Pass
Not Pass

Pass
A
C
f1

Not pass
B
D
f2

g1
g2
N

P0 and Pe are obtained from the results of scoring by two
raters which is entered into 2x2 contingency table (see
Table 1) as follows:
𝑃𝑜 =

𝐴+𝐷
𝑁

f2xg2
(3) and Pe = f1xg1
+
N
N

(4)

Po formula in kappa equivalent with percent agreement.
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There are several different interpretations of kappa
coefficient based on different authors, such as Landis and
Koch, Fleiss, and Altman.19-22 Those three interpretations
can be seen below in Table 2.
Table 2: Interpretation of kappa coefficient.
Landis and Koch20
≤0: no agreement
0.01-0.20: none to
slight
0.21-0.40: fair
0.41-0.60: moderate
0.61-0.80:
substantial
0.81-1.00: almost
perfect agreement

Fleiss21
k <0.40: poor
agreement
0.40<k<0.75:
good
k>0.75: excellent
agreement

Altman22
<0.20: poor
0.21-0.40:
fair
0.41-0.60:
moderate
0.61-0.80:
good
0.81-1.00:
very good

Algorithm for conflict resolution between kappa and
percent agreement
The algorithm below (Figure 1) will guide researchers to
solve conflicts between kappa and percent agreement.

Factors which influence interrater reliability include:
subject to be observed, raters, atmosphere in
measurement time and the instrument.24 Rater is one
aspect that is explored in detail in methodological
research. Besar et al states that the different background
of raters may influence the reliability of instruments. 25
McHugh states that when raters have high guessing
characteristic in scoring, then kappa will be the best
choice to determine reliability.9 However, if raters are
well trained and likely to have little guessing in scoring
then percent agreement will be the best choice to
determine reliability of the instruments.
Researchers may find a situation in which two raters have
a different background. For example, one rater may have
high guessing level in scoring and other raters have a low
level of guessing in scoring. In this situation, probability
that an agreement occurred only by chance (chance
agreement) will be greater in this situation. Chance
agreement could be corrected by kappa.9 Based on this
classical theory, all observable scores in measurement
have two components4 which are true score and error.4
Generally, the reliability and quality of an instrument can
be increased by decreasing the measurement error. 4 When
percent agreement is unacceptable but kappa value is
acceptable, what possibly happened is that in that “error”
there is still a true score which percent agreement cannot
detect, but kappa is able to detect this true score.
As shown above, kappa formula (Equation 1) has Pe as
the most sensitive of kappa attributes when the raters
change their scoring.26 The changes in their scoring will
affect kappa value as Pe represents chance agreement.18
Kappa can correct chance agreement, but percent
agreement is unable to correct chance agreement. Based
on those considerations, kappa value is suggested to be a
method to determine reliability in raters who have
different backgrounds (i.e., one has high guessing and
another has low guessing).
Table 3: Items with kappa value and PA.
Item
Wash hand
Greeting and call patient’s name
Take clothes off (pants or skirt)

PA=Percent Agreement, PI=Prevalence Index, BI=Bias Index,
PABAK=Prevalence-Adjusted-Bias-Adjusted-Kappa, PABAK
OS=Prevalence-Adjusted-Bias-Adjusted-Kappa Ordinal scale.

Figure 1. Conflict resolution between kappa and PA.
Conflict resolution when kappa value is acceptable and
percent agreement is unacceptable
This conflict may occur if there is an influence of
prevalence and bias.23 This phenomenon however rarely
occurs. When researchers find this phenomenon, they
may be able to analyze it by examining the factors that
influence interrater reliability.

Kappa
0.4441
0.4629
0.4445

PA
76.60%
78.72%
67.02%

The example to determine reliability can be seen in
research conducted by Siwi and Nurjannah.27 They
conducted research to measure interrater reliability of a
checklist of an enema procedure for nursing training.
This study involved 94 samples with two raters,
conducted in OSCE in 2015.
In this study, raters have different backgrounds. The first
one was a lecturer and the second one was a student.
Considering that the first one has little guessing and the
second one has high guessing, then kappa value is
accepted as a reliability measurement by ignoring percent
agreement (Table 3).
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Conflict resolution when kappa value is unacceptable
and percent agreement is acceptable

proportion of positive agreement (Ppos) =
proportion of negative agreement (Pneg) =

Phenomenon in which kappa value is unacceptable and
percent agreement is acceptable is called paradox
kappa.11 This paradox kappa occurs in several cases.11,28
There are three opinions in which kappa value
interpretation is unacceptable. Landis and Koch state that
kappa value <0,00 is considered unacceptable, while
Altman mentions <0,20.2,20,22,26,27 Meanwhile Feinstein
and Chiccheti and Morris state that kappa value is
unacceptable if kappa≤0.41.6,23
Although researchers may use those three categories,
however they may find negative value on kappa, and this
sometimes can lead to a confusion because there is not
much information regarding negative value of kappa. 20
However, the explanation of this negative kappa value
can be seen from an article written by McHugh who
states that negative kappa value indicates strong
disagreement between raters and considered as a sign of
poor reliability.9 The example of negative kappa is found
in the above-mentioned study by Siwi and Nurjannah.27
One item of checklist (bringing tools to client) has
negative kappa (-0.2381).
Beside a negative kappa value, researchers may find zero
kappa. This type of kappa value also can be found in Siwi
and Nurjannah’s research study.27 It concluded that kappa
value which is unacceptable is kappa with value ≤0,41
including zero and negative kappa.
Three items in the study of interrater reliability of enema
procedure have an acceptable kappa but unacceptable
percent agreement which are hand washing, greeting to
the patient, and take off the patient’s cloth.24 When
researchers meet this conflict, kappa value is more
recommended than percent agreement for measuring
interrater reliability. This is because the raters have
different characteristic so the level of guessing are also
different.9
What researchers need to do when they find paradox
kappa with kappa value not zero?
Researchers may find paradox kappa in which kappa
value is not zero or negative. In this situation, researchers
are suggested to use kappa value following by attributes
of kappa and ignoring percent agreement score. 11 Kappa
value becomes a more important value because kappa is
considered to have more information than percent
agreement.29 Those attributes of kappa are proportion of
observed agreement, proportion of expected agreement,
proportion of positive agreement, proportion of negative
agreement, prevalence index and bias index.11,23,28
Formula for kappa attributes are as follow:
proportion ofexpected agreement(Pe) =

(a+c)(a+b)+(b+d)(c+d)
N

(5)

Prevalence Index (PI) =
Bias Index (BI) =

b−c

a−d
N

2a
N+a−d
2d
N−a+d

(6)
(7)

(8)

(9)

N

As mentioned before, paradox kappa is influenced by
prevalence and bias.11 However, only values of
prevalence and bias which is not zero will influence
paradox kappa to occur.30,31 Besides prevalence and bias,
paradox kappa also can be influenced by unbalanced
marginal totals.23
Researchers may find paradox kappa in which PI and Bl
is not zero, and there is an unbalanced marginal total. In
this situation, low kappa value needs to be corrected
using
PABAK
(prevalence-adjusted-bias-adjustedkappa).30-32 This PABAK’s formula however can be used
to correct kappa value with PI and BI zero for nominal
data.12 PABAK has the following formula:11
(10)

PABAK= 2𝑃𝑜 − 1

One example to solve this phenomenon can be found in
the research study of Siwi and Nurjannah.27 Siwi and
Nurjannah found paradox kappa with kappa value of the
checklist total is 0.3071 and PA 80.85%.27 Researchers
calculated prevalence and bias and it showed that PI is
0.69 and B 0.11. PI and BI calculation was conducted
through manual calculation from contingency table 2x2
(Table 3) as follows:
PI =

71−6

BI =

14−3

94

94

= 0.69

(11)

= 0.11

(12)

This result of PI and BI showed that paradox kappa
occurred because of prevalence and bias.30,31 This
calculation also showed that there was an unbalance on
marginal totals as can be seen below in the Table 4.
Table 4. Total item with unacceptable kappa (not zero
value) and acceptable PA.
Rater 2
Pass

Not
Pass
14

Total

Kappa PA

Pass 71
85 (g1)
Rater 1 Not
3
6
9 (g2) 0.3071 80.85%
Pass
Total 74 (f1) 20 (f2) 94
Note: Scoring between rater 1 and rater 2 in the total item of the
checklist of enema procedure before using PABAK resulted
unacceptable kappa value and acceptable PA. f1and f2 showed
the total column of “pass” and “not pass” category by rater 2,
meanwhile g1 and g2 showed total row of pass” and “not pass”
category by rater 1.
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Unbalanced marginal total is shown by f1 which has a big
interval with g1. This situation also can be seen from the
ratio of f2 and g2.23 Regarding the result of this
calculation, the researchers then decided to use PABAK
to correct the kappa value as mentioned above.
Sim and Wright states by substituting the mean of cell A
and cell D for the actual cell value shows the prevalence
effect towards kappa value.12 The bias effect is referred
by substituting the average of cell B and cell C for the
actual cell. PABAK calculation for the total item
(nominal data) resulted in kappa coefficient is higher than
previous value. Kappa value becomes 0.9904 (Table 5).
Table 5: Scoring between rater 1 and rater 2 in total
item.
Rater 2

38

Not
pass
8

9

39

Pass
Rater
1

Pass
Not
pass
Total

47

47

Total

Kappa

PA

0.9904

81.91%

46
48

What researchers need to do when they find paradox
kappa with zero kappa?
Kappa coefficient zero only occurs when Po=Pe.34 This
result also shows that observed agreement is less than
better expected agreement.12 Observed agreement is an
agreement that occurred only by chance.11
Phenomenon of zero kappa also is explained by
Krippendorf who tried to solve zero kappa in measuring
interrater (intercoder) reliability.26 Krippendorf is using
his own Alpha Krippendorf formula. Based on
Krippendorf, when the two raters agree consistently with
categories measured and suddenly another rater disagrees
in one category measurement, then reliability cannot be
measured.26 This rule is also supported by Xie who found
when two raters 100% agree only in one category,
Cohen’s Kappa calculation cannot be identified.35
The Alpha Krippendorf formula is actually similar with
kappa formula used by Kvålseth and Xie:34,35
κ = 1−

1−𝑃𝑎
1−𝑃𝑒

=1−

𝑃𝑑𝑜
𝑃𝑑𝑒

(13)

94

Note: Scoring between rater 1 and rater 2 in the total item of the
checklist of enema procedure after using PABAK resulted in
acceptable kappa value and acceptable PA.

This formula is the same for data that is ordinal, however,
in ordinal data, researchers are suggested to correct kappa
by using PABAK-OS. Online calculators be found in
specific web address.33 The result of PABAK or PABAKOS calculation will be the mean to determine reliability
by still ignoring whatever was the percent agreement
score. Even though researchers can use this formula,
researchers however still need to show previous kappa
value before it is corrected by using PABAK or PABAKOS. This formula also can be used for kappa with
negative value. On the other hand, if researchers find
paradox kappa with kappa value that is not zero and after
that researchers find that one of PI or/and BI has a zero
value, then researchers cannot use PABAK or PABAKOS to correct kappa value. This is because zero value in
PI or/and BI means that prevalence and bias do not
influence paradox kappa. In this case, reliability value
should be determined by original kappa value.

This shows how Alpha Krippendorf’s formula1 is
equivalent with Cohen’s Kappa’s formula.2 Based on
those explanations, Alpha Krippendorf’s formula can be
used to explain zero kappa coefficient.
The variability of agreement of raters in measurement
will influence the value of kappa coefficient. When
measurement of raters toward one item does not vary
(Table 3), then kappa coefficient is low.26
One example is from the results of interrater reliability of
the checklist of the enema procedure in the item “order
verification” that has zero kappa value and this value is
changed to become 1 (perfect agreement) (Table 2).
Table 2 shows that if researchers try to change zero kappa
value to be 1, then it will be given in bracket. 1 This trial
shows that expected agreement (Pe in percent) becomes
important and it can be a method to measure reliability. 26
A slight change in score can have result on kappa
coefficient from zero to become 1 (perfect).

Table 6: Change in scoring by rater 2.
Rater 1
Order verification
(Item 1)

0
1
2
Total

0
0
0
0
0

Rater 2
1
0
0 (1)
0
0 (1)

2
0
1 (0)
93
94(93)

Total
0
1
93
94

Kappa

PA

0 (1)

0.9894 (0.9780)

Note: The bold and italic number shows changes in scoring by rater 2 which causes changes in expected agreement value.
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Below is calculation of Po, Pe and kappa made manually
toward item 1 after there is a change of score by second
rater.
Po =

1+93
94

7.
8.

(14)

=1

0

0

1

1

93

93

1

94

94

94

94

94

94

8836

Pe = ( ) ( ) + ( ) ( ) + ( ) ( ) = 0 +

+

8649
8836

= 0.9780

(15)
9.
κ=

1−0,9780
1−0,9780

=1

(16)
10.

In conclusion, for researchers who find paradox kappa
with zero kappa, then it is suggested to use expected
agreement as the best method to measure reliability by
ignoring percent agreement and kappa value. This
approach is more accurate because the score of expected
agreement becomes the best standard when paradox
kappa occurs accompanied by zero kappa.26

11.

12.

CONCLUSION
13.

The backgrounds of raters need to be considered when
kappa value is acceptable but percent agreement is
unacceptable in interrater reliability measurement. In the
situation when there is paradox kappa, then the kappa
value needs to be considered for interrater reliability
measurement. Additionally, other formulas have been
recently developed to provide conflict resolution in
contradictory
results
in
interrater
reliability
measurements.
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